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#ICYMI: University of Richmond News to Use

July 5, 2019

The University of Richmond media and public relations team is providing a recap of recent UR news we hope you will find useful for your publication, website, and social media channels.

The Conversation
University of Richmond psychology professor Camilla Nonterah recently authored Minorities face more obstacles to a lifesaving organ transplant published in The Conversation, an independent news source for informed commentary and analysis, written by university scholars.

All The Conversation articles are available to republish for free under the Creative Commons.

We hope you will consider printing this article in your outlet. Each piece also has a “Republish this article” button to the right for easy posting on the web.

Expert Guides
We are highlighting our experts guide on the Moon Landing, and we would love to connect you with the following faculty for stories you are working on. The 50th anniversary of the Moon Landing is this month.

- Scott Allison, psychology, on influence and inspiration of astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
- Della Dumbaugh, mathematics, on Hidden Figures
- Joe Essid, English, on the Space Race through literature and film
- Jerry Gilfoyle, physics, on rocketry
- Jack Singal, physics, on Moon Landing legacy
Media Releases

- Law Professor Andrew Spalding Awarded Grant for Olympic Research Focused on Human Rights and Anti-Corruption Law
- UR Receives National Gold Rating for Sustainability Achievements
- Rhetoric and Communication Professor’s Success Honored Nationally
- Economic Outlook Falls After Second Quarter

On Deck
The University of Richmond Gottwald Games is July 8 from 3:30-5 p.m. in and in front of the Gottwald Center for the Sciences. Science faculty and staff and about 100 undergraduate research students will participate in a variety of field games, all rooted in science. Faculty co-chairs and students will be available to interview.

Top National Hits
When media cover news and events, they come to the University of Richmond for perspective and expertise. Highlighted national placements include:

  This article highlights the research of law professor Kurt Lash, a constitutional law expert who specializes in the Reconstruction Amendments. His work informed the Reconstruction Amendments exhibit at the National Constitution Center.

If we can be of further assistance or if you are looking for an expert on a particular topic, please do reach out. Visit our newsroom at news.richmond.edu for more UR news you can use, and follow us on Twitter at @URNews2Use.
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